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NEW TEST FOR CARBON MONOXIDE BLOOD. 

By A. P . Rxrn, M. D., etc., etc. 
Professor of Medical Jurisprudence and Hygiene, Halifax Medical College. 

In presenting this test it is as far us I know not describeci by the 
.authorities, and I was induced to attempt work on this subject owing . 
to the indefinite results often obtained when trying to carry out the 
procedures generally recommended. 'l'his is, no doubt, due to the 
purities existing with the CO in the blood, but then again • it is : 
desirable to have a method for its detection that is not thus negatived: -

Generally speaking, in n medico-legal case in which this would be the 
question requiring an answer, the toxic agent would inost likely be 6ur 
ordinary illuminating gas, hence when I wished to demonstrate the · 
subject to the clnss I used blood which ordinary gas ha<l traversed. 

'l'he well marked crimson color was sufficiently pronounced anrl the 
or<linury spectroscopic lmnds re11dily made out, whiclt for normal nnd .' 
carbon monoxide blood are so nearly alike as to be· indistinguishable. 

The books give methods for differentiating, but as · before stated I 
found difficulty in diagnosing, likely due to the other foreign gaseous 
con1pounds associated with the CO. ~-

Since it is vel-y desirable that there be a readily applied and •distinc-
tive test which the expert could make use of, and since thel'e are 
negative 1·esults with the ofdinary method, I institutfd a series of"' · 
experiments to find out if these could tiot be obviated. 

As a result I obtained reactions which are distinctive and readily 
applied. 

As is generally known CO blood will but slowly, if at all, absorb 
oxygen, and this property is re]ied on as the means for differentiating it ,: 
from n0rmp,l blood. 

The method I found satisfactory _is to add a trace of ammonia (tw0 
or three drops) to the samples. This produces no change spectroscopically · 
in either normal or CO blood except to more clearly bring out the two 
distinctive dark bands. If now to each be added a little on the end of 
a penknife, or a few drops of a solution, of pyrogallic acid (of a strength ·. 
of ten grains to the ounce of water) and the samples be examined with the 
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